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KCFL Unequivocally Condemns the
Shooting of Abortionist George Tiller.
The Kansas Coalition for Life the work of the proLife movement.
Unequivocally
Condemns
the We urge the media to report
Shooting of Abortionist George Tiller. responsibly and truthfully in this
regard.
Although at the time of this
KCFL would have much
writing, it is not known who
preferred that Abortionist
killed Abortionist Tiller, we
Tiller follow the footsteps of
do know for certain that this
Dr. Bernard Nathanson, a
crime was NOT the work of
former abortionist who is
any true proLife person. A
now one of America’s most
true
proLife
person
prominent and effective
respects human life as a
gift from God, and leaves all life and proLife leaders.
death decisions to God Himself.
In 1993 Shelly Shannon, who had no
This killing – if it is in any way connection whatsoever to any
connected to a genuine proLife proLife organization, brought shame
group, has the potential to set back on all proLife groups by her stupid
the proLife movement by 20 years or action, when she attempted to kill
abortionist Tiller as he entered his
more.
abortion facility on East Kellogg
The Kansas Coalition for Life asks all Drive at Bleckley Street in Wichita.
reporters and commentators to make
a clear distinction between lawless Tiller’s death comes at a time when
thugs who act on their own accord, all recent polling data shows that the
and the good proLife people who peaceful proLife message has the
obey the law, seeking a change in support of a majority of American
abortion laws via peaceful means voters. We hope this terrible news
does not hurt the steady progress
and the legislative process.
that the proLife movement has made
It is completely misleading, for the by peaceful legal means over the
media to imply, in any way that this is years.

